Engine Mountings, Replacement, Left-hand side

Special tools: 5006, 5033, 5115, 5186

Disconnect battery earth lead

Remove:

- air mass meter and air inlet hose
- engine mounting bottom nut

NOTE: Undo bottom nut from underneath on cars equipped with an AC compressor. Remove front splashguard.

Raise engine using left front lifting lug
Use lifting yoke 6006, two support bars 5033 and lifting hook 5115

NOTE: Ensure that fan blades are not damaged by contact with shroud.
Remove:

- three bolts securing mounting to cylinder block
- mounting complete with insulating block
Install:

- mounting with new insulating block
- cable clip and support at top bolt

Lower engine into position and remove lifting attachments
Guide bottom bolt of mounting into bracket.

Install engine mounting bottom nut

NOTE: Tighten nut from underneath on cars equipped with an AC compressor. Install front splashguard.
Install air mass meter with air inlet hose and connections

Check operation
Test run engine.